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shikshasamachar.com Online education Magazine and news   The online news magazine
comprises of various information section which consist of news and articles posted.

The various categories on the online education news site is

Examination News : This section is related to information of various examination news and
dates conducted in INDIA. All the information available here are usefull to students who are
appearing for various competetive exams and board exams which are held in india perodically.

Events : This section tries to keep all online educational events news and details about the
events conducted, the online news magazine also promotes various educational events. The
Organizers of the events can advertise in the advertisement section of the online education
news Magazine   Video : various video news is also posted on the news website, sponsored
video news is also posted

Education News : This section contains national and international education news usefull to all
students and educationals institutes to keep them posted about the latest news in educations

Jobs : this section contains articles about the upcoming jobs in the global market and is very
usefull for all who are looking forward to choose a career.

Education Franchisee : shikshasamachar.com also promotes in estabilishing of franchise
network by providing details about the education institutes who are willing to estabilish a
franchise network. This is a paid section of the online news magazine website

Blog : various educationist , industrial professional post news and articles related to education
in this section, shikshasamachar.com also invites individual to post articles in the the blog
sections.

Advertise : this is the arvertisement section of the online education news magazine website.
There are various advertisement module which an advertiers can opt and articles are posted in
the advertisement section.Each articles in the advertisement section consiste of the banner of
the advertiser, Linkback to the website of the advertiser.Advertiser Gets a Login ID on the
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website to post articles in the advertisement sections of the magazine.   Rates for Articles in
the advertisement section as as follows
1 Article     : Rs 2500.00
6 Articles   : Rs 10,000
12 Articles : Rs 15,000   For Banner Adds Contact Us for rates   The informative nature of the
magazines combined with their highly targeted distribution and readership mean they can be
the ideal vehicle through which to promote any college, university or specific program to
prospective international students.
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